ABSTRACT:
The stress contributes to almost all medical illnesses while the acute and chronic stress - related to work - is a primary cause of such life-threatening conditions as myocardial infarction, brain stroke, etc. The aim of the current study is an investigation of the methods for team building related to prevention and therapy in connection with acute or chronic stress. The accomplishment of the aim set is achieved by means of assessment of the applicability of laughter therapy, as a method for team building suitable in practice. It was found that the laughter therapy may help reduction of stress and tension, improvement of the quality of work, strengthening of the social relations and interrelations, etc. Increasingly more studies maintain the theory that the laughter may have therapeutic value and brings about physical benefits to the particular individual, as a member of the personnel. The laughter is a part of human behavior, and it helps people to clarify their intentions in the social interaction. The laughter is used as a signal for accepting the positive interactions with other people and is a precondition for friendly attitude in the working environment as well. Conclusions may be drawn that the laughter therapy is a suitable method for team building; the laughter therapy is appropriate for everyone as a means for the alleviation of stress, and it has a positive impact on the working process. In terms of business, a positive assessment of the methods for pulling together of members of the collective (team building) may be given by a way which has subsequent positive consequences on their work.
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INTRODUCTION
The stress contributes to almost all medical illness, while the related to work acute and chronic stress is the main cause of such life-threatening diseases as myocardial infarction, brain stroke, etc. [1] It is proven that people, who live in anxiety, have a way of life dominated by stress, and also that people, who are chronically depressed, have twice higher risk for development of heart disease.

According to data from the National Center for Public Health and Analyses in the Republic of Bulgaria, an insignificant decrease of the cardiovascular diseases was observed in the year 2013 as compared to 2000. [2] It may be maintained that during the studied time period in Bulgaria, no significant positive effect on the health prevention activities regarding those diseases - which are the main cause for mortality among the population - was observed. The therapy of cardiovascular diseases includes invasive and non-invasive methods of treatment, applied to individuals with the clinically manifested disease. [3]

According to Diggins, “our modern world needs practices for support of people in the dynamic changes and for overcoming of the different challenges”. The art therapy, as a synthesis of psychology, medicine, and art, is one of those methods. [4] The artistic expression is an activity involving the brain in a way that may be used for the improvement of the therapeutic treatment. [5] The art therapy is a preferred choice for treatment in different conditions (as acute and chronic stress) as a primary or supporting treatment.

The art therapy - like other forms of psychotherapy - encourages the personal rising, self-understanding, self-expression, and it helps achieving emotional stability of the individual. In terms of the particular individual, the different methods of art therapy create an environment for achieving alleviation of insurmountable emotions, conflicts and problems solving. [6]
methods for team building related to prevention and therapy in connection with acute or chronic stress. The accomplishment of the aim set is achieved by means of assessment of the applicability of laughter therapy, as a method for team building, suitable for the practice.

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

By means of following the reaction of people to different art methods, the therapist seeks and finds the suitable approach for group work for the respective collective. The laughter unites people and pulls together everyone in the group, based on which it is a suitable method for team building.

The work in a collective with permanently high requirements regarding the quality and terms is a precondition for stress, and people need humor as a means of therapy. [7, 8, 9] The laughter therapy - as a method for team building - may help reduction of stress and tension, improvement of the quality of work, strengthening of social relations and interrelations, etc. By means of the natural physiological process of laughter, the physical or emotional stresses (or discomfort) - related with the continuous working process, not following of the rules of ergonomics in the working environment, etc. - are alleviated. [8, 10, 11]

The laughter therapy also brings about physical benefits to the particular individual (member of the personnel): stimulation of the immune system, increase of the intake of oxygen, stimulation of the heart and lungs, relaxation of muscles of the whole body, causing of release of endorphins, balancing of blood pressure, improvement of the mental functions (memory, creativity), etc. The laughter raises the spirit and causes a feeling of happiness of the individuals. The humor encourages the overall health and improves the quality of life. [9, 12]

The investigators conducted a series of studies in order to examine the influence of laughter on health. After assessment of the participants before and after the humoristic event, it was found that episodes of laughter aid the decrease of hormones, related to stress, and stimulate the immune system of the participants. The laughter decreases at least four of the neuroendocrine hormones related to the response to stress, which result in contraction of the blood vessels and suppression of the immune activity. [13, 14]

By means of laughter therapy, muscular relaxation at two stages is achieved. During laughter, the muscles, which do not participate in it, relax. Subsequently, the muscles participating in laughter relax. The physiological effect is equivalent to “internal jogging”, which is especially suitable for those who are not able to execute physical exercises. [11, 15, 16]

The positive effect on respiration is due to prolonged expiration, in which the lungs release more air, which has a cleaning effect similar to deep breathing.

It is proven that laughter aids the protection of heart. The psychological stress impairs the endothelium which is the protective barrier of blood vessels. After the endothelium is impaired, it may cause a series of inflammatory reactions, which result in accumulation of cholesterol in the coronary arteries, which in the end may cause a heart attack. In long-term plan, the laughter therapy as a part of the art therapy teaches that the laughter is an emotional mechanism for stress balance. [17, 18]

Increasingly more studies support the theory that the laughter may have therapeutic value. The laughter in connection with laughter therapy trains the abdomen and diaphragm, which have key significance for the regular breathing, and they - at the same time - are frequently a target attacked by stress conditions. By means of that method of art therapy, a regular posture with erect back, freely slacked arms and shoulders, and naturally, laughing face are formed, which is a precondition for friendly attitude in the work environment as well. [10, 19]

The laughter is a part of human behavior, which is regulated by the brain in order to help people clarify their intentions in the social interaction. The laughter is used as a signal for accepting the positive interactions with other people, and it ensures emotional context of the conversations. The laughter of one person may provoke the laughter of others as positive feedback. That may explain how funny songs and comedy situations as a part of the team building influence the others. [12, 20, 21]

CONCLUSIONS

1. The various methods of art therapy provide a possibility for the choice of appropriate method for team building for the respective collective.

2. The laughter therapy is a method of art therapy by means of which are united and pulled together people based on which it is an appropriate method for team building.

3. The laughter therapy is suitable for everyone as a means for the alleviation of stress, and it influences positively the work process.

4. In terms of business, a positive assessment of the methods for pulling together of the members of the collective (team building) may be given, which also has positive consequences on their work.

Final Statement

The art therapy will continue to play an important role in the study of connections between body and mind. That is a dynamical area which continues to develop regarding its increasingly wider application. The laughter therapy - as a method of art therapy - has a preventive and therapeutic effect regarding the acute and chronic stress, and it is an appropriate means for team building of work collectives.
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